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David Buttrick provides an introduction to the parables with a discussion of particular homiletical issues preachers face in interpreting
parables. Speaking Parables includes commentary on thirty-three different parables with suggestions for preaching each one.
The creation story stands as one of the most famous and familiar in Scripture. But, says best-selling author Robert Farrar Capon, most of us
misconstrue it. The reason? We have fallen into the habit of reading Genesis the way we read all of Scripture - as a manual of religious
instructions. To break this (bad) habit, Capon here offers a whimsical yet wonderfully fruitful approach - watching the Bible as a historical
movie whose director is God. Though Capon does have fun with this concept, he's very serious about its liberating effects. "When you watch
a movie," he says, "you never ask questions about whether the events depicted actually happened. Instead, you accept the history the
director shows you on the screen." And, as Capon points out, we typically suspend judgment of a film until we've seen all of it, letting later
scenes inform and enrich earlier ones. That, he says, is exactly how we need to see Genesis - as just the beginning of the whole movie of
Scripture. Using this novel approach in "Genesis, the Movie," Capon develops a commentary of theological scope and depth on the first three
chapters of Genesis. He gives every verse as it appears in the Hebrew, the Septuagint, and the Vulgate, as well as in the KJV, RSV, and
NRSV versions of the Bible. Making extensive use of Augustine's commentary on Genesis in his "Confessions" and "De Genesi ad Litteram,"
Capon also shows the interpretive freedom with which the church's fathers and mothers approached Scripture. This book is as much Capon
the charming writer-teacher as it is Capon the scholar, characterized as it is by the conversational, entertaining style for which Capon is so
well known. Enriched by Capon's signature wit, imaginative wisdom, and broad-ranging engagement of saints, poets, and religious thinkers
across the centuries, "Genesis, the Movie" presents a remarkable new look at Scripture that will delight and challenge its many readers.
When Father William Jansson hears the unexpected confession of a dead priest's mistress, he finds himself caught in a web of secrets and
mysteries. This fictional chronicle is Robert Capon's probing investigation of death, judgment, Hell, and Heaven.
Capon demonstrates how Jesus' message of diving judgment, in contrast to the notions of both his enemies and his friends, is always
presented against the backdrop of grace.
Combining a glorification of life with a celebration of food, the author presents his favorite recipes, information on cooking and feasting, and
comments on beauty, love, and grace
What is the foundation of good preaching? How should preachers prepare themselves to faithfully and effectively address the church. These
are the kinds of questions Robert Farrar Capon tackles with freshness and frankness in Foolishness of Preaching
The renowned biblical scholar, author of The Misunderstood Jew, and general editor for The Jewish Annotated New Testament interweaves
history and spiritual analysis to explore Jesus’ most popular teaching parables, exposing their misinterpretations and making them lively and
relevant for modern readers. Jesus was a skilled storyteller and perceptive teacher who used parables from everyday life to effectively
convey his message and meaning. Life in first-century Palestine was very different from our world today, and many traditional interpretations
of Jesus’ stories ignore this disparity and have often allowed anti-Semitism and misogyny to color their perspectives. In this wise,
entertaining, and educational book, Amy-Jill Levine offers a fresh, timely reinterpretation of Jesus’ narratives. In Short Stories by Jesus, she
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analyzes these “problems with parables,” taking readers back in time to understand how their original Jewish audience understood them.
Levine reveals the parables’ connections to first-century economic and agricultural life, social customs and morality, Jewish scriptures and
Roman culture. With this revitalized understanding, she interprets these moving stories for the contemporary reader, showing how the
parables are not just about Jesus, but are also about us—and when read rightly, still challenge and provoke us two thousand years later.
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which
are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney’s films
and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney
Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the
articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or
embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to the
theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles
encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.

It’s right there in the Book of Job: “Man is born unto trouble as the sparks fly upward.” Suffering is an inescapable part of the
human condition—which leads to a question that has proved just as inescapable throughout the centuries: Why? Why do we suffer?
Why do people die young? Is there any point to our pain, physical or emotional? Do horrors like hurricanes have meaning? In
Seven Ways of Looking at Pointless Suffering, Scott Samuelson tackles that hardest question of all. To do so, he travels through
the history of philosophy and religion, but he also attends closely to the real world we live in. While always taking the question of
suffering seriously, Samuelson is just as likely to draw lessons from Bugs Bunny as from Confucius, from his time teaching
philosophy to prisoners as from Hannah Arendt’s attempts to come to terms with the Holocaust. He guides us through the
arguments people have offered to answer this fundamental question, explores the many ways that we have tried to minimize or
eliminate suffering, and examines people’s attempts to find ways to live with pointless suffering. Ultimately, Samuelson shows, to
be fully human means to acknowledge a mysterious paradox: we must simultaneously accept suffering and oppose it. And
understanding that is itself a step towards acceptance. Wholly accessible, and thoroughly thought-provoking, Seven Ways of
Looking at Pointless Suffering is a masterpiece of philosophy, returning the field to its roots—helping us see new ways to
understand, explain, and live in our world, fully alive to both its light and its darkness.
Chesterton's description of his intellectual and philosophical journey to Christianity.
Discusses the nature of the Christian church and describes its traditional openness to all believers
Examines differences in taste between modern French classes, discusses the relationship between culture and politics, and
outlines the strategies of pretension
“Besides Jesus, no one has kept me from despair, or taken me deeper into the mysteries of the gospel, than the apostle Paul.”
—John Piper No one has had a greater impact on the world for eternal good than the apostle Paul—except Jesus himself. For John
Piper, this impact is very personal. He does not just admire and trust Paul. He loves him. Piper gives us thirty glimpses into why
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his heart and mind respond this way. Can a Christian-killer really endure 195 lashes from a heart of love? Can a mystic who thinks
he was caught up into heaven be a model of lucid rationality? Can an ethnocentric Jew write the most beautiful call to
reconciliation? Can a person who lives with the unceasing anguish of empathy be always rejoicing? Can a man’s description of
the horrors of human sin be exceeded by his delight in human splendor? Can a man with a backbone of steel be as tender as a
nursing mother? If we know this man—if we see what Piper sees—we too will love him. Paul’s testimony is a matter of life and
death. Piper invites you into his relationship with Paul in the hope that you will know life, forever.
Here in one volume is Robert Farrar Capon's widely praised trilogy on Jesus' parables The Parables of the Kingdom, The Parables
of Grace, and The Parables of Judgment. These studies offer a fresh, adventurous look at all of Jesus' parables, treated according
to their major themes. With the same authorial flair and daring insight that have earned him a wide readership, Capon admirably
bridges the gap between the biblical world and our own, making clear both the original meaning of the parables and their
continuing relevance today.
"The Varieties of Religious Experience is certainly the most notable of all books in the field of the psychology of religion and
probably destined to be the most influential [one] written on religion in the twentieth century," said Walter Houston Clark in
Psychology Today. The book was an immediate bestseller upon its publication in June 1902. Reflecting the pluralistic views of
psychologist-turned-philosopher William James, it posits that individual religious experiences, rather than the tenets of organized
religions, form the backbone of religious life. James's discussion of conversion, repentance, mysticism, and hope of reward and
fears of punishment in the hereafter--as well as his observations on the religious experiences of such diverse thinkers as Voltaire,
Whitman, Emerson, Luther, Tolstoy, and others--all support his thesis. "James's characteristic humor, his ability to put down the
pretentious and to be unpretentious, and his willingness to take some risks in his choices of ancedotal data or provocative theories
are all apparent in the book," noted Professor Martin E. Marty. "A reader will come away with more reasons to raise new questions
than to feel that old ones have been resolved."
Uses the story of a young woman's first extramarital affair to discuss the complexities of forgiveness, grace, and modern morality
Popular Bible teacher and host of the Gospel Truth broadcast, Andrew Wommack takes on one of the biggest controversies of the church,
the freedom of God's grace verses the faith of the believer. Wommack reveals that God's power is not released from only grace or only faith.
God's blessings come through a balance of both grace and faith. Addressing many of the misconceptions believers are taught in the Church
today, this book opens up the Scriptures revealing the vital connection between grace and faith. Many believers think they walk in both grace
and faith when actually they are misusing one or both of these principles. Wommack addresses: Some believers willingly sin believing Godís
grace will cover them, while the blessing of grace is not to sin, but to release guilt and condemnation when they make a mistake. Other
believers think they must "work" their faith by ritualistic prayer, confession, or Bible study. Although all these things are good, Jesus Christ set
believers free from works of the law. God wants a relationship where He can communicate directly to each believer. Grace and faith work
together. When believers receive the unmerited favor or grace of God, they can release their faith without doubt or reservation and receive
God's blessings. Andrew Wommack in his logical, practical style brings believers back on track in their Christian walk through living in the
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balance of grace and faith.
What is at stake in literature? Can we identify the fire that our stories have lost, but that they strive, at all costs, to rediscover? And what is the
philosopher's stone that writers, with the passion of alchemists, struggle to forge in their word furnaces? For Giorgio Agamben, who suggests
that the parable is the secret model of all narrative, every act of creation tenaciously resists creation, thereby giving each work its strength
and grace. The ten essays brought together here cover works by figures ranging from Aristotle to Paul Klee and illustrate what urgently drives
Agamben's current research. As is often the case with his writings, their especial focus is the mystery of literature, of reading and writing, and
of language as a laboratory for conceiving an ethico-political perspective that places us beyond sovereign power.
Kingdom, Grace, JudgmentParadox, Outrage, and Vindication in the Parables of JesusWm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Capon takes readers on a fascinating sleuthing project, developing a history of images to find evidence of the Divine Suspect in readers'
midsts. Novel, wise and entertaining, "The Fingerprints of God" offers an engaging presentation of faith and the host of images that either
strengthen or erode it.
Craig Blomberg surveys the contemporary critical approaches to the parables--including those that have emerged in the twenty years since
the first edition. This widely used text has taken a minority perspective and made it mainstream, with Blomberg ably defending a limited
allegorical approach and offering brief interpretations of all the major parables.
The first volume of Capon's trilogy on Jesus' parables, The Parables of the Kingdom covers the short, almost one-sentence parables that
occur in the Gospels before the feeding of the five thousand. Offering a fresh look at these parables in the light of their entire gospel and
biblical context, Capon elucidates Jesus' proclamation of the kingdom of God.
Rousseau first exposes in Discourse on the Origin of Inequality his conception of a human state of nature, presented as a philosophical fiction
and of human perfectibility, an early idea of progress. He then explains the way, according to him, people may have established civil society,
which leads him to present private property as the original source and basis of all inequality. Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 – 1778) was a
Genevan philosopher, writer, and composer of the 18th century, mainly active in France. His political philosophy influenced the Enlightenment
across Europe, as well as aspects of the French Revolution and the overall development of modern political and educational thought.
In this delightfully twisting, engaging, multi-genre narrative. Robert Farrar Capon explores three areas of life that concern us all -- health,
money, and love -- pokes fun of the religions we make of them, and trumpets the radical gospel of grace, the only alternative that can free us
to be truly happy.
This volume makes available three of Capon's sought-after early works: An Offering of Uncles, The Third Peacock, and Hunting the Divine
Fox. Each book offers a refreshingly different take on key theological issues--the priesthood of humankind, the problem of God and evil, and
the language of theology.
In this accessible introduction to Jesus Christ, Robert Stein draws together the results of a career of research and writing on Jesus and the
Gospels. Now in paperback, this classic textbook is clearly written, ably argued, and geared to the needs of students, giving probing minds a
sure grounding in the life and ministry of Jesus.
In the last few years, 9/11, a tsunami, Hurricane Katrina, and many other tragedies have shown us that the vision of God in today's churches
in relation to evil and suffering is often frivolous. Against the overwhelming weight and seriousness of the Bible, many Christians are choosing
to become more shallow, more entertainment-oriented, and therefore irrelevant in the face of massive suffering. In Suffering and the
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Sovereignty of God, contributors John Piper, Joni Eareckson Tada, Steve Saint, Carl Ellis, David Powlison, Dustin Shramek, and Mark Talbot
explore the many categories of God's sovereignty as evidenced in his Word. They urge readers to look to Christ, even in suffering, to find the
greatest confidence, deepest comfort, and sweetest fellowship they have ever known.
In his highly-readable manner, Capon discusses Jesus' parables told between the feeding of the five thousand and the triumphal entry into
Jerusalem. His ability to bridge the gap between then and now makes clear both the original meaning and the modern-day relevance of these
parables.
Drawing on the classic teaching of the atonement as it is presented by St. Paul and other Christian thinkers, Paul Zahl unfolds its meaning for
this generation. He then applies it to the problems of spiritual malaise and meaninglessness, which afflict us today: problems of depression
and despair, of loneliness, and of broken relationships. Throughout, the Good News of Christianity--forgiveness, reconciliation, new life--is
presented in terms that contemporary readers can easily understand and apply to their lives.
George N. H. Peters (1825 – 1909) was an American Lutheran minister whose life work, this three-volume defense of non-dispensational
premillennial theology, was published in 1884. Wilbur E. Smith calls it “the most exhaustive, thoroughly annotated and logically arranged
study of Biblical prophecy that appeared in our country during the nineteenth century.”
The Man Who Met God in a Bar is a retelling of the Gospel story set in Cleveland. Originally published in 1990, Robert Farrar Capon tells the
story of Marvin Goodman, businessman who finds himself an airport bar where he encounters a charismatic young chef named Jerry-who
also claims to be God.
Whether the issue of the day on Twitter, Facebook, or cable news is our sexuality, political divides, or the perceived conflict between faith and
science, today’s media pushes each one of us into a frustrating clash between two opposing sides. Polarizing, us-against-them discussions
divide us and distract us from thinking clearly and communicating lovingly with others. Scott Sauls, like many of us, is weary of the bickering
and is seeking a way of truth and beauty through the conflicts. Jesus Outside the Lines presents Jesus as this way. Scott shows us how the
words and actions of Jesus reveal a response that does not perpetuate the destructive fray. Jesus offers us a way forward—away from
harshness, caricatures, and stereotypes. In Jesus Outside the Lines, you will experience a fresh perspective of Jesus, who will not (and
should not) fit into the sides.

The 10th anniversary edition of A New Earth with a new preface by Eckhart Tolle. With his bestselling spiritual guide The
Power of Now, Eckhart Tolle inspired millions of readers to discover the freedom and joy of a life lived “in the now.” In A
New Earth, Tolle expands on these powerful ideas to show how transcending our ego-based state of consciousness is
not only essential to personal happiness, but also the key to ending conflict and suffering throughout the world. Tolle
describes how our attachment to the ego creates the dysfunction that leads to anger, jealousy, and unhappiness, and
shows readers how to awaken to a new state of consciousness and follow the path to a truly fulfilling existence.
Illuminating, enlightening, and uplifting, A New Earth is a profoundly spiritual manifesto for a better way of life—and for
building a better world.
Picture a college town in the mid-1970s. An English professor who has become an expert in extramarital dalliances is
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smitten by one of his graduate students. They meet for lunch around noon, and before three they make declarations of
love. Is it possible that their subsequent affair could ultimately teach us something about true forgiveness and the radical
meaning of grace? Only Robert Farrar Capon would have the audacity - and the authorial skill - to fashion such a tale. It
has taken well over a decade for Between Noon and Three to appear in this, its original form. First published under two
separate titles with significant parts excised and an entire section recast, the real Between Noon and Three is actually a
trilogy of intertwined tales, each of which exhibits Capon's persistent insistence on the outrageous nature of grace. The
original manuscript is here printed in full, including a new introduction by Capon on the work's unusual history.
Looks at why individuals are not understanding the connection between Jesus Christ and their spiritual salvation
Who do we meet in the stories Jesus told? In The Parables of Jesus the Galilean: Stories of a Social Prophet, a selection
of the parables of Jesus is read using a social-scientific approach. The interest of the author is not the parables in their
literary contexts, but rather the parables as Jesus told them in a first-century Jewish Galilean sociopolitical, religious, and
economic setting. Therefore, this volume is part of the material turn in parable research and offers a reading of the
parables that pays special attention to Mediterranean anthropology by stressing key first-century Mediterranean values.
Where applicable, available papyri that may be relevant in understanding the parables of Jesus from a fresh perspective
are used to assemble solid ancient comparanda for the practices and social realities that the parables presuppose. The
picture of Jesus that emerges from these readings is that of a social prophet. The parables of Jesus, as symbols of social
transformation, envisioned a transformed and alternative world. This world, for Jesus, was the kingdom of God.
These sermons (which the following pages contain in a much abbreviated form) were delivered, partly in England in
various places and at various times, partly in New York in the Lent of 1912, and finally as a complete course, in the
church of S. Silvestro-in-Capite, in Rome, in the Lent of 1913.
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